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We study the Green’s-function equations for a version of the two-orbital Anderson model of a magnetic 
impurity, in an approximation scheme that displays the logarithmic anomalies and enables the Kondo 
temperature Tk to be calculated as a function of the parameters. The nature of the solutions is explicitly 
studied for large Hund’s-rule exchange constant J , in which case we obtain the following results: If the 
internal exchange is treated in the Hartree-Fock approximation, it has the same effect as an enormous 
applied magnetic field, and the logarithmic resonances are removed far from the Fermi level, i.e., Tk - ■* 00• 
However, if exchange is properly treated in a rotationally invariant manner, the nondiagonal terms cancel 
most of the effect of the Hartree-Fock terms, and the Kondo effect is restored. For large J , our model has an 
analog in the far simpler s-d exchange model, as we show by a transformation of the Schrieffer-Wolff type. 
For small / ,  however, the complicated and extremely structured solution of equations involving some 24 
coupled Green’s functions is required, and no substantial simplification appears possible in general. An 
exception is the limit where the transfer matrix element Vk,i=0, for which we display explicit and exact 
solutions.
I. IN T R O D U C T IO N
T H E  theory of magnetic impurities in metals based 
on the semiphenomonological s-d  exchange 
Hamiltonian indicates that most interesting properties, 
including the logarithmic anomalies that one has to 
associate with the “ Kondo effect,”  are relatively insensi­
tive to the magnitude of the impurity spin, which ap­
pears only through a factor .S'(6’+ l )  without any way 
affecting the results qualitatively.1
This remark is important to remember when one 
studies a more detailed microscopic picture of a mag­
netic impurity, such as we have in the Anderson model.2 
A n y transition-series atom has partly occupied degen­
erate levels, the successive occupation of which leads to 
the various member atoms of the transition series. Vari­
ous interactions considered important for electrons in 
these orbits in (approximate) order of decreasing en­
ergies, include: the two-body Coulomb repulsion U,  the 
exchange (H u n d ’s rule) corrections thereto J ,  crystal- 
field effects, and spin-orbit coupling. In  the case of 
a transition atom in a metal, two further parameters, 
the transfer matrix element Vkd connecting the localized 
states to the host Bloch states, and the position of the 
Fermi level relative to the localized states, must be 
added to this list, usually somewhere following J  in 
magnitude. This large number of parameters, and the 
exponentially increasing number of states (4°) associ­
ated with a D -iold degeneracy, leads to bewildering com­
plications when one attempts to extract the thermody­
namic and transport properties of the model so as to 
compare with experiment. In  contrast, the s-d  Ham il­
tonian which ignores the internal degrees of freedom, is
* Research supported by the U. S. Air Force Office of Scientific 
Research through Grant No. AFOSR 1075-66.
f Present address: Lamba Corp., 1501 Wilson Blvd.. Arlington, 
Va. 22209.
1 See J. Kondo, J. Appl. Phys. 38, 1177 (1966); M. Daybell and 
W. Steyert, Rev. Mod. Phys. 40, 380 (1968).
2 P. W. Anderson, Phys. Rev. 124, 41 (1961).
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almost child’s play; for a half-filled shell (D  electrons) 
there are D -\-1 distinct states, associated with the vari­
ous eigenvalues of S*. Y e t in the free atom, this simple 
vector model adequately describes the ground multiplet, 
with spin-orbit and crystal-field effects as relatively 
minor modifications. W ill this pleasant simplification 
persist in the metal?
Starting with one-orbital impurities, we recall that for 
this special case a unitary transformation discussed by 
Schrieffer and Wolff3 established the equivalence (at 
low energies, which is what concerns us) of the micro­
scopic model to the s-d exchange model with inclusion of 
additional nonmagnetic scattering. Later agreement be­
tween detailed nonperturbative calculations on both 
these models, to within the trivial nonmagnetic-scatter- 
ing factor, confirms the essential identity of the two 
models and the legitimacy of the simplified model.
For more than one orbital, the essential equivalence 
of the microscopic model to the s-d  model is no longer 
automatic, but depends mostly on the magnitude of the 
exchange parameter J .  However, the very existence of 
a degeneracy can already be used fruitfully in the ex­
perimental interpretation of quasimagnetic atoms, such 
as the phase-shift analysis given by Klein and Heeger4 
for their data on (nonmagnetic) N i  in Be. T o  go quan­
titatively beyond this, some kind of solution to the 
Schrodinger equation or to the equivalent Green’s- 
function equations has to be provided, and starting with 
Anderson’s original paper on the subject,2 it has been 
traditional to use the Hartree-Fock approximation 
thereto. Th is  approximation has the virtues of being 
simple, while providing a complete picture of the im­
purity atom in parameter space. Of numerous recent 
work published on this subject, the most ambitious of 
which we are aware has been the detailed study by 
Coqblin and Blandin.6 Depending upon the relative
8 J. R. Schrieffer and P. A. Wolff, Phys. Rev. 149, 491 (1966).
4 A. Klein and A. Heeger, Phys. Rev. 144, 458 (1966).
6 B. Coqblin and A. Blandin, Advan. Phys. (to be published).
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magnitudes of the various parameters, these authors 
find solutions corresponding to nonmagnetic state, spin 
magnetism with quenched orbital magnetism, and ulti­
mately spin and orbital magnetism. Th e  transitions 
from one case to the other may be first or second order 
in the quasithermodynamic parameter-space diagrams. 
B u t it should be pointed out that regardless of the 
correctness of their results, which cannot be underesti­
mated owing to the success of the Hartree-Fock scheme 
in most atomic-structure calculations, this sort of 
scheme misses the essential rotational symmetries of 
the problem (in real and spin spaces) and consequently 
misses the Kondo anomalies, which are surely primarily 
the result of rotational degeneracy. Therefore, the work 
of Coqblin and Blandin does not provide any useful 
predictions about the “ logarithmic fine structure”  of 
the interacting atom in the metal.
The  present paper is intended to bridge the gap be­
tween the detailed quantum-mechanical studies of the 
one-orbital problem6-8 and the multiparameter-space 
studies of the multiorbital atom. W e are essentially con­
cerned with the effects of Coulomb and H u nd ’s-rule 
exchange energies on the very-low-energy electron corre­
lations responsible for the Kondo effect. T o  achieve this 
delicate calculation, we must resort to a model which 
might be criticized as somewhat artificial, as we discuss 
in the following pages. Our excuse is that we wish to be 
able to solve the model, as we might not otherwise have 
been able to do. O ur reward has been the following 
deductions, the validity of which may transcend the 
limits of the present model and the (necessarily) limited 
accuracy of our solution.
We find that if, as has been customary, one treats 
exchange terms by the Hartree-Fock method, the diag­
onal part of the exchange acts essentially as an applied 
static magnetic field of enormous magnitude; the Zee­
man splitting correspond in magnitude to atomic ener­
gies, i.e., is of the order of megagauss in magnetic units. 
Such fields are more than sufficient to wipe out all 
logarithmic singularties associated with the magnetic 
impurity. If, on the other hand, the full exchange inter­
action is treated in a rotationally invariant manner, 
the tremendous effects of the diagonal terms are almost 
precisely cancelled by the nondiagonal terms.
For arbitrary values of the exchange coupling con­
stant, the problem is still inordinately difficult to solve. 
However, for sufficiently large J ,
\J \> ¥ & \E \
(where E  is the energy of the magnetic orbitals relative 
to the Fermi level), the results simplify greatly and one 
recovers resonances in the Green’s functions analogous 
to those which give the Kondo effect for a single or­
6 Going beyond the Hartree-Fock approximation of Ref. 2, e.g., 
J. R. Schrieffer and D. C. Mattis, Phys. Rev. 140, 455 (1966).
7 D. T. Kim, Phys. Rev. 146, 455 (1966).
8L. Dworin, Phys. Rev. 164, 818 (1967); 164, 841 (1967); 
Alba Theumann, ibid. (to.be published).
bital, excepting for changes in certain factors no more 
serious than 5 (5 + 1 ) .  W ithin the context of our stated 
model, we thus demonstrate the necessity of treating 
exchange in a rotationally invariant manner. However, 
the difficulty of doing this for more general Ham il­
tonians or in more spohisticated Green’s function de­
coupling schemes may be a bar to ever understanding 
the multiorbital impurity in the same detail as the one- 
orbital model. For this reason, in the discussion of Sec.
I l l  we try  to establish a connection between the two- 
orbital model and the s-d  exchange model with 5 = 1 , 
the latter being more readily analyzed in many 
cases.
Th e  paper is organized in the following manner: In  
Sec. I I  the existence of certain poles in the Green func­
tions is related to T k - In  Sec. I l l  our model Hamiltonian 
is postulated, a proof that it follows from the Anderson 
model is given and a correspondence with the s-d model 
established. In  Sec. I V  the exact solution of the Green’s- 
function equations of motion is given, and the Hartree- 
Fock approximation is compared thereto, both in the 
special case of an isolated atom ( Km =  0 ) . W ith  H u nd ’s 
rule exchange treated in the Hartree-Fock approxima­
tion, the effects of the band-mixing matrix element V m  
are calculated and shown in Sec. V  to result (improperly) 
in T k —>oo. W ith  H u n d ’s rule treated exactly, the 
correct T k  is found in Sec. V I.
I I .  A N O M A L O U S  R E S O N A N C E S  A N D  
A N D E R S O N  H A M IL T O N IA N
K im 7 has previously solved the Anderson model in an 
approximation which leads to the appearance of 
“ anomalous”  resonances near the Fermi surface in the 
neighborhood of a temperature T k , called the Kondo 
temperature. He finds that these resonances are respon­
sible for the well-known anomalous behavior in the 
transport and thermodynamic properties. W e will 
briefly discuss a related treatment of the problem.
Th e  Anderson Hamiltonian takes the form
I I = I I 0+ T Is,d+ H co u i, (2 .1)
where
# 0  Efld,a  ,
k,« *
Z  F k (c k. t i , + r f . t Ck. ) , ( 2 .2 )
k,«
#Coui= UftdtnM  •
Th e  first term in II o is the unperturbed band energy 
in which n^3= c ^ c ^ s is the number operator for a band 
electron of wave vector k, spin s, and energy tk mea­
sured from the Fermi surface. Th e  second term in H 0 is 
the unperturbed energy for a single localized d  orbital 
in which »<*,= d j d a is the number operator for an orbital 
electron of energy E  and spin j .  E , which is also mea­
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sured from the Fermi surface, is negative for the cases 
of interest. represents mixture of the band and the 
localized d electrons, Fk being the electron transfer 
matrix element. Finally, .Seoul represents the Coulomb 
energy U  between electrons situated on the localized 
d  orbital.
We utilize the Green’s-function formalism of Zubarev9 
in which the retarded Green’s function for two operators 
A(()  and B(£) is defined by:
{(A (t) ;  B Q ! ) ) ) = - m - n W t ) M O V > ,  (2-3)
where { )  denotes the statistical average taken with 
respect to a grand canonical ensemble. B(l')))
may be determined from the differential equation
i - ( ( A  ( t ) ; B ( l ' ) ) ) = ( l A  ( t ) ,B ( tn +m - n  
dt
+ { ( t A ( t ) M ) l - - , B ( t ' ) ) ) .  (2.4) 
Averages are then calculated from the relation
doi /(to) Im ((v l ; B ))u+i0+, (2.5)
in which /(co) is the usual Fermi function and 
{ { A ; B))u+io* is the Fourier transform of the Green’s 
function with respect to t—t' and with co replaced by 
co-H0+ in order to properly handle the singularity in the 
Fourier transform. We will henceforth always display 
our equations in terms of Fourier transforms and will 
omit the oi subscript in the remainder of the paper.
Th e  relevant Green’s function in the analysis is 
<(^t; eM)). As can be seen from (2.4), dft will appear to 
the right of the semicolon in all Green’s functions arising 
from the differential equation. For simplicity we will 
then make the notational simplification
(2.6)
Starting with ( (dft)) using (2.4), we find the set of 
equations
(co— E —A )( ( d ^ ) )=  \ /2 ir - \ -U {{n n d \) )
( n o )
( u - E - U ) ( ( n didt )) = -------- + £  F k
2tt k
(((ftCkiWj)}} • (2.7)
Denoting the three Green’s functions in brackets by 
gik, g2k, and g3k, we find
9 D. N. Zubarev, Usp. Fiz. Nauk 71, 71 (1960) [English transl.:
Soviet Phys.—Usp. 3, 320 (1960)J.
(co—  6k)glk= F k ((»d + ^t))+ Z ) Fk'{((C ki^itCk4}) 
k '
— ( ( C k tC k '- l^ ) ) }
1
(co—  ek)g2k= — {di tc « ) + Z ]  V k' { «Ck'td* W ) )
2ir k '
+  ,k' {{ndidt)) — (((it1Ck'4- W*))}
( « + e k— 2 E — U)g&k
1
= ---(ctki^4-)+X! V w { { { c v \c ^ d i) )
2t  k '
(2.8)
where
A(co) =  E
~  5k,k'((wdt^t))+((^tCW W t ) ) } , 
Fk2
r==7T7V(0)|Ffc| 2.
* R e A + iF ,
(2.9)
Th e  approach used to decouple these equations is 
a so-called “ high-density” approximation whose validity 
rests on the parameter F k being sufficiently small. I t  is 
the opposit limit to that considered by Schriefier and 
M attis.6 Th e  exact decoupling scheme utlilized here is 
the following: a Green’s function containing two band 
operators is replaced by the expectation value of these 
operators multiplied by the resultant Green’s function 
with the two operators removed. Th e  expectation value 
is taken with respect to the noninteracting ( F k= 0 ) 
Hamiltonian. As an example,
((c/g^kag^k'ss)) * 5k,k,5s2,S3y(^k)((^si)) • (2.10)




1—^(wdj.)+F(co)3C^r/ ( ^ r+ -2 —w)3^ 
- e - a - k (w)Zu / ( u + £ - u )']
1 / ( n di) + F ( c o )-2 ,r£ (« )«< * t»\
« M t » = — ( ------- --------— ----------------- J ,
2tt\  co- E - U  j
where
(2.11)
£ = £ + 2 A (c o )-A (Z 7 + 2 £ -c o )  
(cki^di)/(d^C ki)
* '(« )  =  E  V k [ -----------+ ------------
k \  co— ek U + 2 E — )0)—€k/
K { co) =  E  | F j-I2 
k
k r /(« 0 (—-----------i------ )
\co— ik U -\-2E —co—  ek/" € ~ j ~ 2  
I U + 2 E - Wr
7^T 11[CO*+(*70*]1/*
tT/(co) ( 2.12)
and we have replaced co by co+iO+ in the last expression 
for k(co). Th e  explicit evaluation of the integral is dis­
cussed in Sec. V I.
Rather than review the calculation of the transport 
and thermodynamic properties, we will lim it ourselves
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to a discussion of the anomalous resonances. This will be 
sufficient for our needs since we are interested in the 
effect of degeneracy on the relevant physical quantities 
and, as we have already mentioned, this behavior is 
governed by the anomalous resonances.
Taking U  large— but not infinite, since it enters loga­
rithmically into K ( u )— both for simplicity and for the 
reason that it corresponds to the physically most inter­
esting case, we obtain for the denominator of ((rft))
r \ U + 2 E \  
co—  E — ReA—  ln - - i r ( i+ / ( « ) ) .  (2.13)
I I I .  D E R IV A T IO N  A N D  C R IT IQ U E  O F  
M O D E L  H A M IL T O N IA N
We demonstrate in this section that the model Ham il­
tonian discussed in the Introduction follows under 
certain conditions from a direct generalization of the 
single-orbital model considered by Anderson.2 Th e  gen­
eralized Anderson model takes the form
where
f f -f f o + f f w + f f c o u i+ f f . . ,  (3.1)
The  anomalous resonances occur for values of this 
expression near zero. Since F  is a small quantity, the 
expression will be small when the logarithmic term is of 
order of E. Th is will occur for small co. (Th e  denominator 
is also small for co~E. This, however, corresponds to 
the unperturbed d orbital and is not important in cal­
culating the anomalous behavior.) In  order to approxi­
mately locate the resonances, we will set the real part 
of the expression equal to zero for co along the real axis. 
Ignoring co with respect to E,  we are led to the equation
co2+ (f e r )2=  \U + 2E \e~ * \m \B + u \ivv
~ U e - ^ E" T= { k T K) 2. (2.14)
This equation, which defines the Kondo temperature 
T k , has no real solutions for k T > k T i c . Below T k  
a pair of resonances, situated symmetrically about 
the Fermi surface and separated by a distance of 
Aco=2[_(kTK) 2— (k T )2y 12 occur. A  detailed calculation 
shows the resonance widths can be less than the distance 
between resonances.
Had we included a magnetic field in the original 
Hamiltonian ( E —* E —mh, m = ±  1), (2.14) would be 
replaced by
(co -2  m h y + ( k T y = ( k T Ky .  (2.15)
Th e  effect of the field is to shift the “ center of gravity” 
of the resonances with respect to the Fermi surface. A  
field of sufficient strength to drive the resonances out of 
the region lying within k T n  of the Fermi surface will 
result in the loss of anomalous behavior by the system.
T o  complete this section we would like to mention 
that a paper by Dworin8 has recently appeared, in 
which the analysis is carried out to very high order. 
Some features, such as the value of T k  [see (2.14)], are 
qualitatively unaffected by the higher-order corrections, 
i.e., remain unchanged within a factor of 2, whereas 
other details (specific heat, magnetic susceptibility, and 
resistivity) appear to depend on the ultimate order to 
which the calculation is carried out. A  nonperturbative 
extension of Eqs. (2.7)-(2.12) has been solved exactly 
by Theumann,8 with results that also appear to have 
a self-consistent validity at all temperatures, and which 
reduce essentially to the present solution above T k - 
B u t these more complex equations are, in every case, 
very difficult to extend to the multiorbital model in the 
manner that we have found it possible to extend the 
simpler procedure discussed herein.
H 0 € k^k,s~ f"Etta,a
k,s a,s
k...a (3.2)
H co u l~ U  72a,s^a'ps'
a  < « '
S,S'
He*=  — 2/[srS2+i(rait+»u)(w 2t+»24’) ] .
Th e  first term in Ho is the unperturbed band energy 
in which « k ,=  ck,tck» is the number operator for a band 
electron of wave vector k, spin s, and energy ek measured 
from the Fermi level. Th e  second term in Ho is the un­
perturbed energy for the degenerate d  orbitals in which 
«a,«=ca,stca,s is the number operator for an orbital 
electron in orbital a (a =  1, 2), spin 5, and energy E.  The  
energy, which is also measured from the Fermi level, 
will be negative for the cases of interest. Hk-d represents 
the mixing of band and localized electrons, Fka being 
the electron transfer matrix element. 7/coui represents 
the Coulomb repulsion U  between electrons situated on 
the localized d orbitals. H ex represents the intra-atomic 
exchange coupling between the localized orbitals. J ,  
which will always be positive, is the exchange constant, 
while S i and S2 are the spin-J operators expressed in 
second quantized form for the two d  orbitals.
We now make an approximation, which, although 
rather restrictive in nature, considerably simplifies the 
Hamiltonian while retaining many of its important 
characteristics. We assume that V \ ,a is independent of 
a. W hat is implied by this approximation may be seen 
by noting the identity
F k «F ka.
£ ---------------=  £  <« | F(co— //Bloch)-1^ ' )
k CO— 6k k
| F k ,a  | 2 
=  « « . . ' £ -------------  , (3.3)
k CO— tk
which holds if |a) and [a ') are different members of a 
representation of the symmetry group of the operator 
F ( « - f f  Bioch)-1 F .  For example, if we assume our system 
is isotropic with the exception of V = V ( r ) ,  then |«) and 
| a ') would correspond to the ordinary spherical har­
monics and the theorem would obviously hold. Our 
assumption is then essentially either that our two or­
bitals have the same symmetry, or that Fk,<« is inde­
pendent of k, a common approximation.
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Writing
F k i =  F t 2 =  V t
and introducing the canonical transformation 
d ia-\-diS
C\s " , C2s ( d%s) / f^2i
yfi,
our Hamiltonian becomes
f f = f f o + # W + f f « + t f c o u l ,
where
H 0 ^ 1 Ck^ ks~f~y - E n atS
k , s  a , 8
Hcoai=  U \ji i tn u + n r tn u - \-n it( n tf - \- n u )
+  W u(«2t + » 2i ) ]
H'k-d='Zl '^■Vii(c-iL^ du-\-du^Cks)
k  ,s
H ex— —  / [ } §  (s l+5 2~ +  s 2~ S  l+) —  i ( « l tW U .  +  K 2t « 2*)
+ nn (n^i+ J:»2t )+ wit ( « 2t+ \n<&)
— h {dii ^ d\i W21^24- +^lt^U^2t y 24- 0  ] ,
where 1 and 2 and »  refer to the new orbitals.
Notice that in the new representation the second or­
bital now has no matrix elements connecting it directly 
to the band. Furthermore, a state with one particle in 
the second orbital is not connected by the Hamiltonian 
to states with zero or two particles in that orbital. The  
states with even occupancy of the second orbital are not 
affected by the dynamic exchange terms in the new rep­
resentation and their study is identical to the one-orbital 
model. In  the remainder of this section we will specialize 
to the nontrivial case, in which the second orbital is 
singly occupied, so that » 2t + » 2*= 1.
Proceeding with the calculation, we have for Z / c o u i
Hco\i\= U n \ tn u - \ -U (n t f - \ -n n ) , (3.8)
an easily interpretable result. Secondly, within our per­
mitted subspace
# o r b 2 = - E ( « 2 t  +  « 2 * )  =  - E ,  ( 3 . 9 )
a constant. Finally, after a somewhat longer calculation 
//ex becomes
H ex =  — / [ j r ( « i t + w u ) — § « i t » u + 8i - 82] .  ( 3 . 1 0 )
Th e  first group of terms renormalize / / c o u i  and / / orb -  If 
we now represent the spin operators on the second or­
bital by Pauli spin operators, we can write our complete 
model Hamiltonian in the form
^ k ( c k « ^ l » + < f l « t £ k » ) + i 7 M l t K U
s  k
— JSi+du*dit—J s iT d i^ d u —Js2.z{ntf —n u ) , (3.11) 
where
In  the future we will drop the constant and omit
(3.4) the bars, carets, etc., from the renormalized energies 
and the orbital subscripts from the d  orbital. W ith 
these changes (3.11) is the model Hamiltonian we will 
consider in the paper. I t  is precisely Anderson’s single-
(3.5) orbital Hamiltonian augmented by an intra-atomic ex­
change term to account for  orbital degeneracy.
A  few comments are now required to place this model 
Hamiltonian into suitable context. Th e  principal ap-
(3.6) proximation is the assumed constancy of V m , difficult 
to justify for the usual orbital symmetries and band 
structures, but essential if one wishes to simplify the 
equations sufficiently to arrive at a formal solution. 
Having made this approximation, we find it leads to 
certain unexpected advantages. For example, the va­
lency of the impurity, Z ,  has the values Z = 0 and 
Z = ±  1 only, so that the excess electrostatic energy is
(3 ^  small in all accessible configurations; this is compatible 
' with Van Vleck’s criterion10 of “ minimum polarity,” 
whereas a nonconstant V m  allowing Z =  ±  2 is not. Our 
assumption also enables a correspondence to be drawn 
between the microscopic model and the more widely in­
vestigated semiphenomonological s-d exchange model, 
as we now do by extending the method of Schrieffer and 
Wolff.3
We separate the Hamiltonian of (3.11) into two parts: 
the Hamiltonian of the isolated atom E A and the mixing 
term E m - Th e  latter connects states of even occupation 
of the impurity with states of odd occupation, and vice- 
versa, but never even with even or odd with odd. Thus 
let >£% an eigenfunction of the total E  with eigenvalue 
co, be written ^  =  <j>+X, where 0 is even in impurity 
occupation number and X is odd. Thus,
(//a— co)0+ // k,iX= 0  
and (3.13)
(HA—u)X-{-Ekd4>— 0 •
Solving either equation and inserting into the other, we 
find a new eigenvalue equation
( H A- H ki— —^ H kd- w \ = 0 (3.14)
\ E A- t o /
in which £ stands for an arbitrary linear combination of
0 and X, such as the ground state M'0 itself. For small Vic 
the true ground-state energy will not differ much from 
the ground state of E a , denoted E A, so we may use the 
preceding to construct an effective Hamiltonian,
1
E e ff=  E  A //k,i E  kd.
E a —E a
Th e  interactions in this Hamiltonian include a velocity- 
dependent s-d  antiferromagnetic exchange potential and 
a spin-independent scattering potential. In  the single­
orbital case, the above coincides exactly with the results 
of Schrieffer and Wolff,3 which were derived from slightly
=  E + U - § j f i ,  F k = V 2 K k , V = U + \ J ,  J  =  %J. (3.12) 10 J. H. Van Vleck, Rev. Mod. Phys. 25, 220 (1953).
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different considerations. In  the case of interest the exci­
tation spectrum which determines the denominator in 
(3.15) becomes rather complicated, except in the limit 
of large J  and even larger U,  compared to the other pa­
rameters, where the low-lying excitations are 0 (/ ) ;  thus 
the effective s-d coupling constant should be 0 (  V'1/ J ) , 
and T K~ U e ~ TjlT. But, as we shall see, while roughly 
agreeing with these estimates, the actual calculation in­
cludes some numerical factors which it would be difficult 
to anticipate at this point [cf. Eq. (6.27)].
IV . E X A C T  S O L U T IO N  F O R  IS O L A T E D  A T O M
While our general objective in this paper is to study 
the effect of the host metal on the isolated atom, it is 
imperative for us to first understand the behavior of the 
isolated atom. In  particular, in order that we might 
better understand the modifications brought about by 
the host, we are concerned with the form and interpreta­
tion of the relevant Green’s functions for F k = 0 .  We 
consider two subcases: (a) S ZS Z exchange terms only, 
and (b) complete S -S  exchange. Fortunately, both 
cases are exactly soluble.
(a) Vk = 0 ,  S ZS Z terms only.  From  (2.3) and (3.11) we 
find for the Green’s function ((d \))  and the associated 
Green’s functions the exact set of equations
x ((d t) )  =  1/27T+ U {( m d i ) )—J ( ( s ’ch)),
( X— JJ)((n\d\)) =  (n i) /2 ir—J ( ( s zn i d t ) ) ,
(sz) / 2 i r + U ( ( s zn ^ ) )  (4.1)
(X—  JJ)((szn \d \))  — {szn i) /2 ir—\J { { n id \ ) ) , 
where
X = u - E .  (4.2)
If we solve these equations, we find without approxi­
mation
1 / l - { m ) - 2 { s zm ) + 2 ( s z)
f ~ 4 tA  X + | /
1 —  {n i)+ 2  (szn\ ) —  2 (sz) (n i)+ 2  (szm  )
X - U + 1 J  
( m ) —2(szm )
- = » ) ■  ( 4 ' 3 )
m ay then be obtained by taking appropriate averages of 
the two solutions. Calculation is greatly simplified in 
this case since the third equation reduced to the first 
and the fourth to the second. If  we solve the 5 Z= |  set, 
we find
1 / l — (ru) (m )  \
« * » = - ( ----------+ --------------) ,
2 r \ X + | 7  X - U + I J /
(4.4)
1 / l —  ( w t )  
« * »  =  - '■
x - U h
(m )
2 i \ x - \ J  X - U - \ J t
These expressions are easily interpreted. Th e  pole at 
co = E —\ J  corresponds to adding a particle in the first 
orbital parallel to the fixed particle in the second orbital 
in the absence of a particle in n\.  Th e  spectral density 
1— (wt) reflects that if there is a particle in m , then the 
pole is given by w —E -{-U —J / . Th e  poles of ((d i))  corre­
spond to a particle antiparallel to that of the second 
orbital and thus differ in the sign of J  from ((dt)).
(b) V k= 0 ,  complete S  S  exchange. In  this case we in­
clude the dynamic terms *$'+ and .S'~. Th e  resulting set of 
equations have far more structure than in the previous 
case, but fortunately is still exactly soluble. After some 
calculation, one finds
« * »  =  -
1 (3 — 3 ( m ) ~  6(szni)
87t i X -\- \J  
1—  (m )-\-6 (szn \)  i ( n { ) —(>(szm )  
X - f  J  +  X— U —\ J




— \- \- (n {)—()(szn \)  (m )-\-2 (szm )
X -
X—  U
with similar expressions for the other Green’s functions.
We can find a similar expression for ((d i))  merely by 
letting S z ~* —S z. In  order to obtain a complete solu­
tion to the equations, we need (s*m), of course, which 
can be readily obtained from the Green’s function 
((szdi)) .  From  symmetry it is clear that (s2) =  0. We 
therefore have an exact solution to the set of equations. 
Rather than discussing the explicit form of ((d t))  given 
above, we note that in the absence of dynamic terms, 
S z is a good quantum number, so that we can 
solve our equations for S z=  ± | .  Quantities of interest
« M t» =
_ X - U - \ J
(ni ) + 6 ( s zni ) \  
X - U + ^ J  )  
1 / 3 ( m ) —6(szm )  (w i )+ 6( i 2w4.)\
(4.5)
8x \  X - U - x - u + i J
((szn id \) )= l( ( s -n id t) )=
1 (2 (szm ) — (n{) 
1671-1 X - U - U
6(s*«i)+(m )l 
x - i / + f /  1
for the relevant Green’s function.
I t  will be fruitful for us to discuss these results in some 
detail. W e will begin by examining the poles of the 
Green’s function. If we let 10), the vacuum state, corre-
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spond to the case in which no electrons are present in the 
first orbital, while the spin of the fixed electron in the 
second orbital is down, then the triplet-up state, which 
corresponds to adding an electron to the impurity level 
parallel to the fixed electron, can be represented by the 
eigenvector (4.6)
which is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian corresponding 
to the energy E — \ J  and hence gives rise to a pole at 
<& = E — \ J .  For this triplet state and also for the triplet 
state with Stotz=  — 1, the dynamic terms do not con­
tribute to the energy and the poles are found at the same 
locations as in the preceding example (S z components 
only). Th e  remaining triplet may be represented by the 
eigenvector
| ^ ) = i ^ t 5 t | 0 ) + * t | 0 ) ) .  (4.7)
Although in this case the dynamic terms do contribute 
to the calculation of the energy, we find that all triplet 
states give rise to the same energies, as would be 
expected.
Th e  singlet state, represented by the eigenvector
( 4 . 8 )
gives us our first new result. Th e  energy is E-\- \ T J ,  with 
the corresponding pole co = £ + § / .  For positive J  the 
triplet state therefore has the lowest energy.
Th e  final state, which is represented by the eigenstate
(4.9)
is in many ways the most interesting. I t  represents the 
situation in which an electron is added to the impurity 
level given that an electron is already present in the 
level. Although the energy of the state is U + 2 E ,  we 
remember that a pole of the Green’s function represents 
the change in energy of the system upon the addition of 
an electron, so that this process will give rise to two 
poles, one if we are initially in the singlet state and 
another if we are in the triplet. For the triplet state we 
find co= £ / + £ + § /  and for the singlet o i = U + E — §/.
T o  gain some understanding of the spectral density 
we will consider the specific case T —»0 , U  —><*>. In  this 
lim it the self-consistency equations are easily solved. 
For J > 0  we find { m ) = \  and {sznx)=  — iV  ■ Th e  {s*m) 
— — j j  is exactly the result we would obtain if we aver­
aged the operator S zm  over the three triplet states, omit­
ting the singlet and the state of double occupancy. In  
addition the spectral density “ coefficients”  for the 
u>=E—\ J  and the co =  /?+§/ poles each go to 2, while 
the coefficients for the co =  E — \ J  and the co= E +  V —\ J  
poles both go to zero. These results are consistent with 
the ground state’s being the triplet state, the last result 
following since only poles corresponding to adding par­
ticles to triplet states can survive.
If, on the other hand, one considers / < ( ) ,  then one 
obtains results based on the singlet state’s being the 
ground state, the other pair of spectral density coeffi­
cients vanish, and (s1n\)  =  J  and («*) =  } .
V. IN T E R A C T IN G  C A SE F O R  D IA G O N A L  
IN T R A -A T O M IC  E X C H A N G E
Having considered the noninteracting atom in Sec. 
IV , we now turn in this section to the problem of the 
interacting atom for the case in which only the diagonal 
part of the intra-atomic exchange coupling is retained in 
the Hamiltonian. In  light of our previous comments, we 
will set S ‘ =  +  § throughout the discussion. This is the 
first case of those that we have considered that is not 
exactly soluble. Using ( 2 . 4 )  and ( 3 . 1 1 ) ,  we are eventually 
led to the set of equations
( c o - £ - A ) « d f » =  l / 2 7 r + t / « M t » - i / « ^ t » ,
(m )
(.» - E - U ) ( ( t n d t ) ) = -------+ £  Vk
2ir k
X  (((«iC k t))+ ({c W * tc ia ))+  {{dtdicu^)))—^ J ({n id \} ) , 
(co—  «kX(»*Ckt))= Vk{ (n id i ) ) ,  (5.1)
(co—  «k)((<W*+ £ «))=  ( d i k ki) /2 ir— Fk/(ek) ( ( d t »
+  F k« M t » - / « < W c w )>
( c o + e k- 2 £ -  E 0 « d t < W t » =  < « W ) / 2 x
- F k/ ( e k ) « * » + F k« M t » ,
where we have factored the higher-order Green’s func­
tions in accordance with the prescription preceding 
( 2 . 1 0 ) .  These equations reduce to the set ( 2 . 7 )  and ( 2 . 8 )  
for / = 0  and to the set ( 4 . 1 )  with S *=  J  for F k = 0 .  
Solving for {(dt))  we find
1 /  c o ) ] J 7
<w )) =  — ( 1 -
2ir
t  K (!*)U  \
c o - £ - A + J / ----------------------------------- ) ,  ( 5 .
\  U +  S - c o - i / /
where
2)




k CO— 6k k CO-f-6k— 2 E — U
/F k (^ tCu) Fk^iCwt) \
«) = E ----------- 1-----------------)
k \ t 0 — €k“f' J  — 2 IL— U  /
( 5 . 3 )




- ? ( ■
S = - E + A + A + 7  
. I W ( e k )
co— tk ~\~J co-f-eit— 2 E — U,) ■
For / = 0  these results are identical to those of Sec. I I .
From  an examination of {{dt))  we see that there exists 
a pole in the neighborhood of c o=£— Thi s pole was 
present in the F k = 0  case and gives rise to no new re­
sults. Th e  more interesting questions relate to the effect
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of the exchange terms on the so-called anomalous reso­
nances discussed in Sec. I I .  Using the approximation
k (u yz
T f  (£ / + 2 £ -o >)2 N1'2
i h / -
7r \ (
(5.4)
v(co + j y + { k T y )
we are led to the equation
( u + j y + ( k T ¥ = ( U + 2 E )
X e x p f - ^ ( - E + | / ) ( t / + £ - i / ) V  (k T Ky , (5.5) 
\  Y U  J
giving the location of the anomalous resonances. When 
we compare this equation, written in the form
< * = - J ± l { k T Ky - { k T Y J i \ (5.6)
with the equation oj= 2m h±\JJzT  hY — (&7")2] 1/2 of Sec. 
I I ,  we see that the exchange term behaves as an effective 
magnetic field. In  general, however, J  will be a large 
energy of the order of electron volts, which will derive 
the resonances out of the region lying with k T  of the 
Fermi surface. For a /  of this magnitude, therefore, the 
diagonal exchange terms effectively remove the anoma­
lous resonances from the problem and the effects 
attributed to them are no longer present.
In  Sec. V I  we will find that the inclusion of the off- 
diagonal terms in the Hamiltonian return the resonances 
to the region of the Fermi surface, so that the qualitative 
results of the one-orbital model are regained.
VI. IN T E R A C T IN G  A T O M  W I T H  O F F - 
D IA G O N A L  E X C H A N G E
Having studied the behavior of the anomalous reso­
nances under the influence of the diagonal exchange 
terms, we turn to the more general case in which the 
off-diagonal exchange terms are retained in the Ham il­
tonian. Th e  presence of these “ dynamic” terms con­
siderably complicates the analysis.
Making use of our model Hamiltonian (3.11) we ob­
tain the relations
D*.,# ] = « * * .+  V kd s ,
VkCks+Eds+ U n ^ sd s—J s zd\Ss,t
k
-{-JszdidSli — Js+d\8s,i—  Js~di8s, t , (6.1) 
[ 5z, i / ]=  —  Jd\,H\s+-\-Jd\^d\s~,
[>+, H ]  =  J ( m  -  m )s+ —  2Jdi  tfiks*.
From  spherical invariance we have
{d^Ck\)= {d^Cki) ,
{s+d ik k i)= { s  d'tfeu) =  — 2(szd i tck*)
(s n id i k k i ) = 2{szm d \1Ckt).
= 2{szd^Ck\),
(6.2)
These relationships permit us to express our results in 
terms of only three self-consistent averages.
A  straightforward calculation leads to a set of 
24 Green’s functions, six of which we regard as 
fundamental:
((d t)), {(rndt)), ( ( s -d i ) ) ,  
((szd t)), ((s~ m d i)), ((szm d t) ) .
(6.3)
Th e  remaining Green’s functions are similar in struc­
ture but contain one band operator cks or ckst (a Green’s 
function containing two band operators would be fac­
tored). Fortunately, these “ band” Green’s functions 
divide into sets, each member of a set being directly 
connected only to other members of the same set. As an 
example, consider the Green’s function ( ( s~mCki))■ In  
deriving the differential equation for this Green’s func­
tion we encounter the commutator [ _ C k i,H ~ \.  As we have 
previously seen, this commutator leads us back to the 
band operator ck; plus an orbital operator. Th e  commu­
tator [Y -,/?] leads only to orbital operators while the 
commutator although it leads to operators of
the form ckt, will always lead to a factorizable Green’s 
function since this new operator must always be com­
bined with the already present ck± operator. Therefore 
band Green’s functions with spin-down band operators 
never connect to spin-up band Green’s functions. This, 
together with the fact that several band Green’s func­
tions connect only to orbital Green’s functions, consid­
erably simplifies the analysis.
From  the form of the equations one can also show that
( ( s~ d t))= 2 ((s zd \)), ((s-~ n id \))= 2((szm d \) ) .  (6.4)
We have seen that these relationships for the corre­
sponding averages follow directly from the spherical 
symmetry of the Hamiltonian.
Carrying through the analysis just described, we will 
exhibit our equations in terms of the resultant 3 X 3  set 
(by substitution we have removed the ((;m d t ) )  Green’s 
function since it does not enter into the calculation of 
any self-consistent averages).
where
cn({dt))+Ci2((szd t ) ) + c a ( ( s zn id t))  =  bi,
r x - A n  3/
c n = f i +  -------  x, c u = — — x ,L u J u
c u = 3 ( J + h ) ,  b1= h + x / 2w U ,
Jr \4 'h  C22=X—Ai—








2x~ \-2J— b ^ h + J / i i r U - ,
and
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with
A i= E  ■
<Pi
\VL‘T ~  \ K i r—k i ,
^ 3 = K 2 - + K 2 +- A 2,
^ 4 = ^ 2 - - | i i : 2 ++A2,
X = X - U - 2 A i - L l t
and for / =  0, Vk^O
m ) + F ( u )
/* =-
(6.7) 2tt









I W ( e k)
co— 6k
K  2 - = E
k CO—6k—2 /
|Fk|2/(ek)
K  1+ = E -
i i = Z -
k CO—£k—2 /
IF k l2
tf* + = E
k co—ek"{~2y





k co^-ek—2 E — XJ
F k F k (co2- / 2)'W  1
2:r 2ttL k co+ek—2iJ— U  k co(co2—4 / 2).
6 V k J 2{szd^m C kt) 
X (^t^C kt)+E ----------------------
k 7TC0(C02— 4 /2) 
3 F k 7 ( c o - / )
+ E  — “ — r z r ( s*dt fCkt),
/ 4 = E
F k/ 2(^t%kt)





k 7TC0(C02— 4 / 2)
2 / 2F k(W tt?nckt)
7rco(to2—4 / 2)
/ F k ( c o - / ) ( ^ ttckt)
(6.9)
( szn i )
/ 7= ----------E
2x k




2ttco(co2- 4 / 2)
2 Fk/(co—J )  {szdj t«j.Ckt)
+
xco(co2- 4 / 2) 
Vn
-k  7r(co+tk—  2.E—  U)
: ~ T ,
F k(c o - /)2
k 7rco(co2—4 / 2)_
X(^ r^fttckt) .
Although we will not make use of the specific forms 
in this paper, the ^ / s  may be expressed in terms of 
digamma functions:
* i = ( ^ M { - u ~ - u +- w + r }
+ i m r + i f ++ i f + f D} ,
^ 2 = ( r A ) { - # - + i r + ^ ° }
(6.12)
(6.8)
I i ,  I i ,  and I'i are quantities involving self-consistent 
averages. Th e y  are given by
^ 3= ( r /7 r ) { - U - - U ++ V }
+ i m f - + y +- f } ,
t i = { Y / x ) { - u - + u +- r }
+ i n h t - 1 /++ /° } -
In  these expressions a 4> with a superscript is the real 
part of the digamma function of the appropriate argu­
ment. Explicitly,
i/'°= Re digamma(|+i/?w/27r),
\p~ =  Re digamma[|+^8(co— 2/)/27r], 
4/+ =  Re digamma[5+i/3(co+2/)/27rJ, 
ipu =  Re digammaQ+z/3(co—  2E — U )/2 ir ] .
(6.13)
In  a similar manner /  with a superscript denotes 
a Fermi function of appropriate argument:
/ ° = / (« ) ,  / " = / ( « - 2 / ) ,  
/+ = /(c o + 2 /) , f u = f ( U + 2 E - u ) .
(6.14)
Since we will be interested in locating the zeros of ex­
pressions containing the \pi’s, we will next obtain a more 
manageable, although approximate form, for them. 
Consider as an example
a 2= e
k




*  de \ Fk|2/(t)
-id
= N (  0)
/J - D
D ^ | F k| 2[ / ( e ) - H
- id
(6.15)
N (0) rD de \ Fk|
e— id
Equation (7.5) may be seen to reduce to the results 
previously obtained for the special cases F k =  0 and / =  0 
if we note that for F k = 0 ,  0 .
1 2=  {n\,)/2ir, I i —0, I i =  {szm ) / i r , (6.10)
A  simple method for calculating the integral is to re­
place 5 by T  while replacing the Fermi function by its 
value at T — 0. One can convince oneself of the approxi­
mate correctness of the procedure by constructing a 
simple graph of the integrand and by a comparison of 
the results obtained for the explicitly calculable limiting 
case.
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Temporarily looking only at the real part of A 2 we 
have
ReA2= R e iV (0 )lF k|
*/J - D
D 0
t - i T
N (  0 )| F k| 2
=  | F k| W (0 ) InZ)------------------------ln[co2+ r 2] .  (6.16)
In  combining the A ’s, k ’s, and V s to form the xpiS 
the InD  terms will cancel. Omitting these terms, we have
ReA2=  - i N ( 0 )  | F k|2 ln[co2+ r 2]
Re K r =  - W ( 0 )  I F k |2 ln [(c o - 2 / )2+  T2] ,
R eK *+=  - $ N ( 0) | F k|2 ln [(co + 2 /)2+ T 2]  
R eL2=|iV (0)| F k|2 ln [(Z 7 + 2 £ -a > )2+ r 2] .
(6.17)





[ ( t /+ 2 E -c o )2+ r 2] 4
[ ( « -  2 /)2+  r 2] 3/2[(& j+2/)2+ r 2] 3'2[o)2+ r 2]
(6.18)
r [w2+ r2]:
R e^2= —  In-
4tt [ (c o -2 7 )2+ r 2] 3
R&/'3= —  In-
[w2+ T 2] 2
Rei/'4=
4tt [ ( « - 2 / ) 2+ r 2][(co + 2 /)2+ r 2]
r [(co+2/)2+ r2]3
4ir [ (c o - 2 / )2+  r 2][o>2+  T 2J4 '
is well behaved, resonances occur for values of co for 
which the determinant is small. Calculating the deter­
minant, we find
2 W - [ / + # i + # 2 ] * - f / 2
+ xV / [ 16^ i—^2-12^3—6^ 4]
+ ! [^ 'i2+vM'2—I W '3— l t ' l ' i i ' i ] )  j (6.20)
where
£ = = < o -£ -A i .  (6.21)
I t  is useful to reconsider the special cases. For F t = 0 ,  
J t^O, all the vf'i’s go to zero and (6.20)  reduces to
(co— .E)2— J(co— jE)— f / 2
=  ( o - E + l J ) ( u - E - t J ) ,  (6.22)
whose zeros are responsible for just those poles corre­
sponding to a single particle’s being present in the band- 
connected orbital. As stated above, we see that the poles 
corresponding to two particles being present in the band 
connected orbital, <o=E -\-U -\-$J  and co=E+£/ 
have been eliminated from the problem.
For / = 0 ,  F k ^ O  we have
2J
r  u
l i =  - In , 7 ........ + fr/ (c o ), (6.23)
so that
tt (w2+ r 2)1/2
x2- # i £ + ^ i 2=  ( x - i t i K x - ' P i )  
- ( « -
Y U  \
£ — R e A i — - —  I n — — — i j r ( ( l + / ( c o ) ) J
2ir (a)2+ r 2)!/2
For convenience we will at this stage permit U  to 
become very large. W e must, however, not allow it to 
become infinite since in addition to its explicit appear­
ance in our equations, we have just seen it enter logarith­
mically through \pi. Physically, the approximation pre­
cludes the simultaneous occupation of the two levels of 
the band-connected orbital. In  the exactly soluble 
F k = 0 , J t^ O problem we considered earlier the large U  
approximation results in the “ removal”  of the poles at 
a>=EJr U - \ - \ J  and co= £ + £ / — §/ from the physically 
allowed subspace. Th e  sum rule for the spectral density 
is also violated.
If  we let U  become large, our a ,  coefficients become
CU =  —  ( X —  A i — ^ 1) ,  C i2 =  —  ( 4^ 2+ 3 / ) ,  
C l3=3(/+^3), C21== J ( /+ ^ 3 )  ,
Ci2=X—K \—J —^ip2, ci%= —  U ,  (6.19)
C n =  —  1^4, C 32=^l,
c 33= - 2 U .
Next we calculate the determinant of the d / s .  As 
discussed in Sec. I I ,  for regions in which the numerator
:^co—j
(6.24)
Y U  \  
X (  c o -E -R e A i ------In-------------------------ir(l+/(w)) ) .
x (co2+ r2) 2^ J
Th is  is a case for which the denominator must be 
carefully considered. From  (6 .6 )-(6 .9 ) the first factor 
in (6.24) m ay be seen to be cancelled by an identical fac­
tor appearing in the numerator. Th e  second factor is 
just the result obtained in the single-orbital case, (2.13).
This concludes our check that the zeros of (6.20) 
yield the previously known limiting cases. W e now 
obtain the new results, for J  and F* both =^0.
We are most interested in the effect of the exchange 
coupling on the anomalous resonances. Restricting our­
selves to the strong-coupling case (r//« l), we may 
omit the if/op, terms in (6.20). In  addition to values of co 
corresponding to zeros of (6.22), there exist values of co 
for which (6.20) is small. In  order to approximately 
locate these values, we proceed as in Sec. I I ,  and set the 
real part of (6.20) equal to zero. Ignoring co with respect 
to E  and J ,  we are led to the equation
co2+ ^ r ) 2= (/6 rx ')2, (6.25)
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where
E = E + R e A i .
Values of co satisfying (6.25) give the approximate 
location of the anomalous resonances. We find that in 
terms of the new Kondo temperature, T V ,  (6.25) is 
identical to (2.14). Hence, in contrast to the results 
found in Sec. V  for the diagonal exchange coupling where 
the anomalous resonances are driven away from the
Fermi surface, here we find that for / > | V J| £ |  the 
anomalous resonances are returned to the region of the 
Fermi surface. In  the large J  limit, (6.26) may be written 
approximately as
(large U, J  lim it). (6.27)
Th e  exponents 5/11 and 12/11 have no ready explana­
tion, but otherwise this result is not qualitatively differ­
ent from the one-orbital model. We have thus shown 
that, despite the vast complications which degeneracy 
introduces into the mathematics, the physical results 
did not change drastically in the appropriate limit.
